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Every customer is different. That is why
we at Recycling & Disposal Solutions
must understand our customer, our
business and what we can do to solve
our customers?problem.
Even though business has changed
over the recent years, Time is still
money. There is no time to wait for
answers. The trick is being nimble
enough to tailor solutions to each
customer?s problem and realizing that
we can?t be everything to everybody.
We need to focus on what makes RDS
great and different from other waste and
recycling service providers. We have the
capability to offer flexibility and a sense
of urgency without overstepping our
boundaries. It is powerful when we can
say to our customer, ?You have my
word. This is what we will do?.
Basically it still comes down to
understanding our business and our
customers and applying those concepts
to our marketplace. Never assume that
our customers understand all that we do
for them. You have got to prove it day in
and day out. Don?t assume our
customers know us so well that they
know all the services and value we

provide them. They
reminded frequently.
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The bottom line is that simply peddling a
product or service isn?t enough. It used
to be that we had the product, our
customers needed the product and we
gratefully supplied them with the
solution. Things are much different
today and much more demanding. Our
customers are more sophisticated, and
they are constantly looking for someone
who can bring value above and beyond
the product or service. We have to
understand on which end of the
spectrum we are with our customers
and continue to try to differentiate
ourselves from the competition. Only
this will bring customer loyalty.

WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITY OPERATORS LICENSE
Congratulations to Todd Antonick, RDS's
newest employee to earn a Waste
Management Facility Operator 's License!
Those earning Licenses must exhibit knowledge of the entire operation all the
way through landfill. Their knowledge is tested in a 100+ question, 2-hour timed
exam. Todd joins Danny Armstrong, Billy Basham, Bubba Tatem and Joe
Benedetto to make the RDS family of licensed operators 5 - strong!

FACES OF RDS: GINNY TAYLOR
operator. She went from working the
assembly line to moving trucks through the
facility.
Ginny kept progressing in her career and
became a trainer for all personnel at RDS in
the Roanoke area. She also handles
corporate
meetings
and
facilitating
resolutions to any issues that arise.
?I do all that and more,? Ginny said. ?There?s
pretty much nothing I can?t do or don?t want
to do ? I enjoy my work.?

Ginny Taylor enjoys coming to work and finds
something new to do almost every day.
?I do a little bit of everything,? she said. ?I like it
that way.?
Ginny started with RDS as a sort line laborer and
a short time later was promoted to scale house

When not at work, Ginny likes to spend time
with her three children and five stepchildren.
She also has two grandchildren.
Whether at home or at work, Ginny is
always looking ahead.
?I look forward to many more years to
come,? Ginny said about working with RDS.

EARTH DAY 2019 - MONDAY, APRIL 22ND
For those of us in the Recycling industry, every day is Earth Day.
But, for the rest of the world, Earth Day is every April. This year it's
April 22nd.
Good Housekeeping had a really good article with 30 tips for Earth
Day 2019.
One of those 30 tips was about Composting Food Waste.
The article suggests:
"Setting aside food waste and other organic trash and letting it
decompose is recycling in its natural form. This type of garbage
doesn't decompose properly at landfills because it doesn't get
enough air and ends up creating methane gas in the process.
Composting requires a little bit of work that is actually minute when
thinking about the bigger picture."
You can check out the entire article by visiting:
https://www.goodhousekeeping.com/life/g19851547/earth-day-tips/

WESTERN VIRGINIA REGIONAL JAIL AUTHORITY
Billy's thorough investigation into the needs of
the jail resulted in the WVRJA issuing 2
addendums to the RFP in order to
accommodate specific requests to utilize
different equipment than originally requested.
These modifications resulted in the Jail saving
money.
Earlier in the year, Todd Atonick took the lead
on a similar bid in Hampton Roads. Billy worked
with Todd for guidance on equipment vendors
and pricing on both new and used equipment,
all to help the WVRJA save money.
RDS is pleased to announce that we were
recently awarded the recycling contract for the
Western Virginia Regional Jail Authority in
Roanoke County. Congratulations to Billy
Basham for taking the lead on winning the bid
and delivering the service!
"When I learned of the RFP, I began to consider
innovative ways to improve service to the jail,"
says Billy.

With the help of our marketing partner, Shannon
Kane,
Billy
submitted
a
cost-saving,
professional, and graphically-pleasing proposal
to WVRJA .
Billy adds, "This was not a me award - it was an
"us" award. We have the experience, not only in
recycling and solid waste, but in RFP responses
to win these contracts. Do the work, pay
attention to the details, submit on time and good
things happen!"
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MARCH: Quashaun Gillard ? March 5
Bubba Tatem ? March 17
Jasmin Markin ? March 25
Joe Benedetto ? March 30

MARCH: Anderson Denoye ? 6 years
Adrian Mason ? 1 year
Chavis Totten ? 3 years

APRIL: Keith Schiebl ? April 11
Corinne Benedetto ? April 22
Gabriel Swanson ? April 23
MAY: Aaron Joe ? May 5
Stephanie Gillard ? May 6
Lomar Wallace ? May 8
Shane Jones ? May 10
Danny Armstrong ? May 17
Jeremy McCuiston ? May 24
Andre Benjamin ? May 25
Catherine Transfiguracion ? May 26

APRIL: Larry Duecker ? 1 year
MAY: Jasmine Markin ? 1 year
Stephanie Gillard ? 1 year
Melissa Evans ? 1 year
Kevin Blow ? 1 year
Larry Brooks ? 2 years
Jeremy McCuiston ? 1 year
JUNE: Keith Schiebl ? 13 years
Vu Pham ? 4 years
Billy Basham ? 1 year
Andre Benjamin ? 1 year
Derlin Elliott ? 1 year

